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Torqued Up Legends is a fast-paced, arcade racing game. With over 20 tracks and over 20 cars, TUL is HUGE. Ride the rails or play the streets; this is one track you won't want to miss. To play TUL, you’ll want to pick your car and car class. Car classes range from
Stock, to Street King, to Speed Demon. You can also unlock special classes. You’ll also want to pick your car class, because the power of the engines is not the same across the board. Stock cars tend to have the slowest engines and Street Kings have the most HP, but
what’s under the hood determines the power of the car, not the vehicle’s weight. So make sure to pick the right class for the right track. You’ll have fun using nitro boosts to control the race. Nitro boosts are short bursts of speed that last for a limited amount of time.
They’re best used to pass other cars or when the game slows down. You’ll need to use them smartly or else you’ll risk loosing control of the race. Be on your toes, because TUL is an intense, arcade racing experience. It’s not for the faint of heart. Key Features: ・More
than 20 Tracks ・More than 20 Cars ・Nitro Boosting ・Unrealistic vehicle physics ・Very Efficient Nitro Boosting System ・Weapons System ・In-depth Achievements System ・Global Leaderboards ・Difficulty levels You can also choose to get a 3D Driver using the Ashes

3D Launcher after installation. If you like this game you can support us on: You can also Subscribe to our Subreddit: Have fun playing TUL, and be sure to check out our other games: Facebook: Twitter: Email us: info@srw.io Edited by KyleHector and Kamfronte Music
used: Intro: Solar Dusty Campfire:

Atelier Ryza 2: Ryza's Swimsuit Quot;Tropical Summer Quot; Features Key:
Add items and places
Build your progress

Join Player
Play alone

Play multiplayer with up to 6 player in a real time
40 Maps

Original, deep and funny story
Easy and Steam Achievements

CREATE YOUR HERO in the survivor mode and choose the character
Every one of the 3 Characters are unique and will work as a expert in this game (JP, RedR, Jetbird)

A character to develop your gameplay
A character that fits most of your needs
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